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III. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Level densities and radiative strength functions are crucial for stewardship science, in
particular for radiochemical studies. In addition, this information is key to understanding
nucleosynthesis and thus very important for astrophysics. We utilized a method that
derives simultaneously the nuclear level density and the radiative strength function for
energy regions that are extremely difficult to study via other methods.
In heavy nuclei there is evidence for the systematic appearance of a low energy res-
onance in the radiative strength function (the so-called pygmy resonances). We have
studied the same final nuclide (171Yb) via different nuclear reactions and obtained the
same energy and width for the low energy resonance. We also extended the method to
lighter nuclei, including 56,57Fe, 93−98Mo, and 116,117Sn. For the iron and molybdenum
isotopes an enhancement of the radiative strength function was observed at low energy.
Subsequent measurements in iron appear to confirm this unusual effect. Our measure-
ments in tin do not observe the enhancement, nor did any of the earlier measurements
in heavy nuclei. The issue is still unsettled and is quite important for various aspects of
neutron capture.
We also measured neutron induced γ-ray reactions on 48Ti using the GEANIE array
at LANSCE/WNR at Los Alamos National Laboratory. One key issue in understand-
ing neutron induced reactions is determining the relative amount of preequilibrium and
compound nuclear reaction processes. For some reactions the preequilibrium process
dominates above 8-10 MeV neutron energy. We have focused on new ways to determine
the relative amount of the two reaction processes.
IV. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH STATED GOALS
Our proposal goals were the measurement of level densities and radiative strength
with an emphasis on extending the analysis method to lighter nuclei. We have results for
2 iron isotopes, 6 molybdenum isotopes, 2 tin isotopes and 2 ytterbium isotopes. In the
process we not only exceeded our original goals, but also found a completely unexpected
effect that has stimulated much additional work in this area.
2We achieved our stated goal of measuring neutron induced reactions on 48Ti, including
reactions to eleven different final isotopes.
V. PROJECT ACTIVITIES
A Research
We studied the same final nucleus 171Yb via two different nuclear reactions and ob-
tained the same result for the energy and width of the pygmy resonance, thus confirming
the reliability of the method in heavy nuclei.
We extended the analysis method to lighter nuclei and studied 2 iron isotopes and 6
molybdenum isotopes. In these nuclides we observed an enhancement of the radiative
strength function at low energies. This effect was not observed in all earlier studies in
heavy nuclei.
To examine the enhancement issue we then studied two tin isotopes and did NOT
observe the enhancement. Subsequent measurements of the level density for 57Fe agreed
with our results. Two subsequent measurements of neutron capture on 56Fe have obtained
conflicting results. The enhancement issue is still unresolved.
We have measured neutron induced reactions on 48Ti to 11 final nuclides and have
performed extensive statistical model calculations. We conclude that preequilibrium ef-
fects are dominant for certain reactions (such as neutron inelastic scattering) above 8 to
10 MeV neutron bombarding energy.
B Personnel
The post doctoral fellow Undraa Agvaanluvsan was hired by the N division of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
The student Dugersuren Dashorj received his Ph.D. from North Carolina State Uni-
versity for research at GEANIE and became a post doctoral fellow on this grant.
The graduate student Steven Sheets has continued his research on neutron capture
and will defend his Ph.D. dissertation in early 2007. He will then be hired by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
Assistant Professor Milan Krticka spent summers at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory performig research into statistical γ-ray decay. He mainly applied statistical
model codes that were developed at his home university – Charles University, Prague.
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B Collaborations
Our primary collaboration was with scientists at the N division at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
For the level densities and radiative strength function measurements we actively col-
laborated with the Nuclear Group at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory.
For the statistical decay we collaborated with a group headed by F. Becvar at the
Charles University, Prague.
For the GEANIE measurements we actively with scientists at LANSCE/WNR, Los
Alamos National Laboratory.
